As a World & National champion competitive shooter, my firearms are my most valuable assets. I needed to keep them secure in a safe I could trust. That’s why I called Pendleton Safes, and they built me a custom luxury safe for my most prized possessions. I put my guns and my trust in Pendleton Safes!

JESSIE HARRISON-DUFF
CHAMPION COMPETITIVE SHOOTER

665 SECURITY INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 2506, Loganville, GA 30052
770-466-6181 • info@pendletonsafes.com
WWW.PENDLETONSAFES.COM

PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A.

REFINED FOR ANY ROOM
Every Pendleton safe can be custom built with any of the colors listed on page four. We also match any reproducible color in high-gloss finishes. Our high-gloss finish is a five day process that consists of a base and clear coat PPG automobile show car finish that is wet sanded and buffed with 1000 to 3000 grit sandpaper for a mirror reflection.

CUSTOM BUILT FOR YOUR COLLECTION
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PENDLETON
SAFES
Built for the collector who demands the highest security, King Series Safes come standard with a 1/4 inch thick steel exterior, 100% fully-welded seams and feature a compact door frame design that fits anywhere in the room, including corners and tight spaces.

**STANDARD**
- Scratch-resistant Textured Finishes
  - Antique Copper Texture
  - Antique Sunrise Texture
  - White Linen Texture
  - Desert Stone Texture
  - Black Texture
  - Silver Vein Texture

**OPTIONAL**
- High-gloss Finishes
  - Brilliant Black Crystal Gloss
  - Burnt Orange Gloss
  - Pearl White Gloss
  - Silver Gloss
  - Black Gloss
  - Burgundy Gloss
  - Forest Green Gloss
  - Sterling Gray Gloss

**ORDER FACTORY DIRECT**
www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181

**THE HIGHEST SECURITY LEVEL**

Pendleton’s innovative handgun shelving comfortably stores up to 17 handguns per half shelf. Available with alternating large, small cutaways for handgun of varying size.

Pendleton matches any reproducible color in high-gloss finishes.

**PATENTED HANDGUN STORAGE**

Order direct to ensure the highest level of security and craftsmanship.
COLORS AND FINISHES

All Pendleton safes are available in both textured and optional high-gloss finishes. Accents are offered in black with an optional chrome package upgrade available. Several samples are shown below with optional features. See page 4 for all available finishes.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT

www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181

COMPACT DOOR FRAME

Featured exclusively on the King Series, the compact door frame allows the safe to comfortably fit anywhere in the room.
The Knight Series Safes offer unprecedented storage capacity, making it easier than ever to manage and protect extensive and varied collections. Pendleton Knight Series Safes feature a 3/16 inch solid steel exterior, convenient wide-access door and corner shelving for unparalleled storage efficiency.

THE ULTIMATE STORAGE CAPACITY

CORNER HANDGUN SHELVING

Features corner handgun shelving on both front interior sides, providing capacity for 16 additional handguns.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT
www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181
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COLORS AND FINISHES

All Pendleton safes are available in both textured and optional high-gloss finishes. Accents are offered in black with an optional chrome package upgrade available. Several samples are shown below with optional features. See page 8 for all available finishes.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT

www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181

WIDE-ACCESS DOOR

The Knight’s wide-access door provides more visibility, fast and easy access, and includes corner shelving for convenient handgun or accessory storage.

NUMBERED HANDGUN SHELVING

For large collections, Pendleton’s custom numbered shelving makes it fast and easy to identify your guns.

See page 8 for all available finishes.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT

www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181

WIDE-ACCESS DOOR

The Knight’s wide-access door provides more visibility, fast and easy access, and includes corner shelving for convenient handgun or accessory storage.

NUMBERED HANDGUN SHELVING

For large collections, Pendleton’s custom numbered shelving makes it fast and easy to identify your guns.

See page 8 for all available finishes.

See page 8 for all available finishes.
The Bishop Series offers remarkable storage efficiency and reduced overall height, making it perfect for smaller areas or people who prefer a lower profile. Its wide-access door and corner storage shelving make organizing and accessing your collection easier than ever.

**Standard**
- Scratch-resistant Textured Finishes

**Optional**
- High-gloss Finishes

Pendleton matches any reproducible color in high-gloss finishes.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT
www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181
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LOW PROFILE COMPACT DESIGN

CORNER STORAGE SHELVING
Feature additional corner storage shelving on both front interior sides, providing over 10 feet of storage for arms and other accessories.
COLORS AND FINISHES

All Pendleton safes are available in both textured and optional high-gloss finishes. Accents are offered in black with an optional chrome package upgrade available. Several samples are shown below with optional features. See page 12 for all available finishes.

OPTIONAL
High-gloss Finishes

STANDARD
Scratch-resistant Textured Finishes

FORREST GREEN GLOSS
AMETHYST GLOSS (CUSTOM)
PEARL WHITE GLOSS
BLACK GLOSS
ANTIQUE SUNRISE TEXTURE
BLACK TEXTURE

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT

www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181

STORAGE EFFICIENCY
Ideal for height restricted areas.
ELITE TACTICAL PURPOSE-BUILT STORAGE

TAC-75 CONFIGURATION

The TAC-75 is one of our most popular configurations. Whether you have oversized .50 BMGs or sub-compact semi-autos, we build a custom shelving and turret configuration specifically for your tactical firearm collection.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT

www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181

LONG-GUN BARREL PORTS

LARGE TRIANGLE PORTS

BOTTOM ROW: ANY LENGTH GUN

TOP ROW: AR / SBR / BULLPUP

STERLING GRAY GLOSS

LOYAL BLUE GLOSS (CUSTOM)

Shown with optional features
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MAKE IT A PAIR

A PERFECT MATCH
Take your existing Knight Series safe and make it a matched pair. Whether you want to add to your firearms collection, store jewelry and valuables, or do a little of both – a matched pair safe is the perfect complement to your existing Pendleton or management solution for your extensive collection. Opposing doors open from the center, so they never touch. You’ll enjoy full access to both units – putting your entire collection at your fingertips.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT
www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181
CUSTOM TAILORED FOR YOUR VALUABLES

JEWELRY AND OTHER COLLECTIONS

HALF SHELVING WITH GUARD

COLLECTOR’S CONFIGURATION

HALF SHELVING WITH GUARD
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DISPLAY STANDS
Designed for walk-in vault rooms, these ultra-sturdy, free-standing displays are custom-configured to suit your needs. Pendleton Revolution Technology® enables the entire system to rotate 360° for easy access to all guns, while the exclusive circular turret design displays up to 40 scoped long-guns side-by-side without touching.

- Custom built for your needs
- Can be configured to hold 250 handguns
- Fast and easy access

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT
www.PendletonSafes.com or 770-466-6181
CHOOSE YOUR LEVEL

FEATURES INCLUDED ON ALL LEVELS
- Same quality & security
- Bright white shelving
- Corner handgun shelving
- 400 LED lights
- Shelving customized for your collection
- Moisture control
- Gloss black accents & .50 cal handle
- Dual battery electronic keypad
- Moisture control & lock bolt indicators

CORNER HANDGUN SHELVING
Standard on all levels, corner handgun shelving on both front interior sides provides capacity for 16 additional handguns.

REVOLVING OUTER SHELF
Level 2 and 3 safes feature a revolving external shelf for storing calls, ammo and other gear.

HIGH-GLOSS FINISHES
Level 3 safes shine with a PPG automobile show car finish that is wet sanded and buffed for a mirror reflection.

LEVEL COMPARISON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>EXTERIOR FINISH</th>
<th>INTERIOR FINISH</th>
<th>OUTER SHELF</th>
<th>MOTORIZED ROTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TEXTURED</td>
<td>TEXTURED</td>
<td>INCLUDED</td>
<td>INCLUDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TEXTURED</td>
<td>BRIGHT WHITE</td>
<td>INCLUDED</td>
<td>INCLUDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HIGH-GLOSS</td>
<td>BRIGHT WHITE</td>
<td>INCLUDED</td>
<td>INCLUDED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRADITIONAL
The traditional configuration is a perfect choice for most collections due to its ability to store over 90 handguns and 40 long guns. You can choose any combination of handgun or valuables storage shelving to customize it to your individual needs.

TAC-75
The TAC-75 has proven to be an excellent tactical firearm storage solution. With fully adjustable shelving, customize your TAC-75 safe interior to hold a vast array of tactical firearms, including .50 BMGs, SBRs and traditional rifles.

HANDGUN MANAGEMENT
Do you have an extensive and varied handgun collection? Pendleton can configure your safe to comfortably hold up to 300 handguns. We can also swap out handgun shelves with storage shelves for your important valuables.

COLLECTOR’S CONFIGURATION
Pendleton’s combination shaft option allows for incredible storage versatility. Customize specifically for your collection. See page 20 for more details.
UNDER THE HOOD

It’s what’s inside a Pendleton Safe that places it among the finest in the industry when it comes to theft prevention and security. The following features operate behind the scenes to help fortify your valuables in the event of an attempted break-in.

STRICTER TOLERANCES / PRECISION-ENGINEERED

Pendleton doesn’t cut corners. We use leading-edge techniques to design and manufacture purpose-built parts and components from raw materials. This costly process ensures the tightest tolerances, smallest door gaps, and highest, most consistent level of quality in each and every safe. The competition simply doesn’t stack up.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED BALL-BEARING HARD PLATE

Pendleton’s specially designed hard-plate prevents drilling out of the lock and protects the relocking mechanism from tampering.

SOLID 1/4” STEEL TOP AND BOTTOM

Burglars will often turn a safe upside down, exposing a vulnerable area on the bottom of a safe. All Pendleton Safe tops and bottoms are manufactured with solid high-strength, low-alloy steel.

CAM SYSTEM PREVENTS BOLT TAMPERING

All bolts operate on an innovative cam system that prevents tampering. If pushed on, these bolts push back, making it impossible to retract the bolts by force.

3/4” REINFORCED DOOR FRAME

The entire door frame of each Pendleton Safe is reinforced with structural steel angle to defend against pry bar attacks. You can rest assured that your valuables are protected by a Pendleton. No one else offers security on our level.

ADJUSTABLE HINGES FOR PRECISE FIT

Hinges are adjustable up, down, left and right for the most precise door fit available.

PERSONALIZED NAME PLATES

Pendleton offers personalized, laser-cut, metal name plates.

MACHINED FAIL-SAFE DOOR HANDLES

Pendleton’s handles utilize a fail-safe system to prevent forced entry. A pressure-sensitve mechanism causes the handle to shear off if a break in is attempted preventing further tampering.

EMP-RESISTANT PREMIUM S&G LOCKS

A world leader with 150 years of experience in locking systems for safes and vaults, Sargent and Greenleaf locks meet strict national and international security standards.

REVOLVING INTERNAL STORAGE SHELF

A revolving external shelf for storing calls, ammo and other gear. Control the rotation easily with the press of a button!

100% FULLY-WELDED SEAMS

Whereas some safe manufacturers use chain welding, Pendleton King Series Safes feature fully-welded and smooth seams for the highest level of security.

EXCLUSIVE REINFORCED STRIKER BARS

Where the competition’s round bolts simply rest behind the face of the door frame, Pendleton’s exclusive plate bolts enter into a reinforced steel striker system for superior break-in resistance. Combined with the tightest tolerances and laser-cut door gaps, these safes are virtually impossible to pry open.

PLATE-BOLT DESIGN 5X THE PROTECTION

Pendleton’s fully adjustable hinges are made to manufacture to the highest security specifications, exceeding the most rigorous and demanding tests for traditional precision door fit, available for unparalleled pry-bar resistance.

ADJUSTABLE HINGES FOR PRECISE FIT

Pendleton’s fully-adjustable hinges are manufactured to the highest security specifications, exceeding the most demanding tests for traditional precision door fit, available for unparalleled pry-bar resistance.

OFFICIAL UL LISTED SECURITY STATUS

Underwriters Laboratories is a global independent safety science company with more than a century of expertise in testing consumer and commercial products for safety and effectiveness.

INDICATOR LED LIGHTS

A red LED light (available on any safe with an electronic lock) alerts you when your safe has been left ajar, while the green LED lets you know moisture control features are functioning.

PRECISION LASER-CUT DOOR GAPS

All Pendleton door gaps are laser cut to precise tolerances, making Pendleton safes nearly impervious to traditional pry-bar attacks. This exclusive security feature is only available from Pendleton.

SOLID HIGH-STRENGTH LOW-ALLOY STEEL EXTERIOR

Pendleton Safes are exterior to interior solid high-strength, low-alloy steel in either 3/8” or 1/4” thickness.

PLATE-BOLT DESIGN 5X THE PROTECTION

Pendleton’s fully adjustable hinges are manufactured to the highest security specifications, exceeding the most demanding tests for traditional precision door fit, available for unparalleled pry-bar resistance.
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SEE INSTANT FEEDBACK WITH REVOLVING STEEL TARGETS

HEAVY DUTY LINE
The all-steel construction of the HD line features AR500 plates on both the impact and shield surfaces. Our fully-revolving, auto-resetting targets are built to handle constant punishment. This line is ideal for commercial ranges or shooters with a dedicated space for permanent targets. Elevate your experience with rugged HD steel targets that spin when hit. These reactive targets provide the instant feedback you (or your spotter) have been looking for.

PORTABLE LINE
Our portable line enjoys all the high-end features of the HD line but can be moved with less effort so your range can be quickly modified for a new experience. Designed for a single individual to transport with ease. These high-quality targets are simply engineered to be lighter — they easily rotate when hit to offer the reactive feedback you need.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT
www.RevolutionTargets.com or 770-466-6181

Scan QR code to view target specs and video demonstrations.